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Commutative Algebra in the Mizar SystemPiotr Rudniki �1, Christoph Shwarzweller2 andAndrzej Trybule y31University of Alberta, Canadaemail: piotr�s.ualberta.a2University of T�ubingen, Germanyemail: shwarzw�informatik.uni-tuebingen.de3University of Bia lystok, Polandemail: trybule�math.uwb.edu.plAbstratWe report on the development of algebra in the Mizar system. This in-ludes the onstrution of formal multivariate power series and polyno-mials as well as the de�nition of ideals up to a proof of the Hilbert basistheorem. We present how the algebrai strutures are handled and howwe inherited the past developments from the Mizar Mathematial Library(MML). The MML evolves and past ontributions are revised and gener-alized. Our work on formal power series aused a number of suh revisions.It seems that revising past developments with an intent to generalize themis a neessity when building a data base of formalized mathematis. Thisposes a question: how muh generalization is best?1. IntrodutionMathematis, espeially algebra, uses dozens of strutures: groups, rings,vetor spaes, to name a few of the most basi ones. These strutures arelosely onneted to eah other giving rise to inheritane. For example,eah ring is a group with respet to its addition and hene every theoremabout groups also holds for rings. There is a trend towards introduingmore general strutures: semi-rings as a generalization of rings, modules asa generalization of vetor spaes, et. Again, theorems about a strutureare trivially true for any struture derived from it. The derived strutureinherits everything from its anestors.In mehanized proof-heking systems, the issues of inheritane haveto be made expliit. It is not trivial to build a proof-heker for whihtheorems for groups apply also to rings. Generalizations, as mentioned�Supported by NSERC Grant OGP9207.ySupported by NSERC Grant OGP9207 and NATO CRG 951368.1



Rudniki et al.: Commutative Algebra in Mizar 2above, may result in building a sizeable graph of inheritane and onlyextensive pratie an say how good a partiular solution is. The issue isfurther ompliated by inertia indued through the existing developmentsin a proof-heking environment. On the one hand, one would like toinherit as muh as possible from the past, on the other, one wants tomodify the past developments, if they turn out to be inonvenient for thetask at hand|and the task at hand is usually too big to start everythingfrom srath.In this paper we desribe the onstrution of formal multivariate powerseries and polynomials and the development of the theory of ideals in theMizar system. During this work we had to deal with the aforementionedproblems. We disuss the tools that Mizar o�ers to build algebrai stru-tures; tools, whih we believe provide a exible mehanism supportingthe kind of inheritane omnipresent in mathematis. The main meha-nism here is based on de�ning and ombining attributes for a hierarhy ofstrutures. This allows one to formulate and prove theorems while strivingfor minimal assumptions about the underlying struture. Via inheritane,theorems are automatially aessible for more spei� strutures.Generalization is a more omplex task. For example, one an deriverings from semi-rings; however, there is a hallenge when the rings havealready been introdued in the past and one aims to introdue semi-rings.The question is what to do with the theorems about rings already provenand stored in the Mizar Mathematial Library (MML), a number of whihwould also hold for semi-rings. Stating and proving them again would notonly be a tedious job but would \overwhelm" the library. Alternatively,the library ould be revised as a whole.The plan of this paper is as follows. After giving general information onMizar in setion 2, we desribe in detail how algebrai strutures are on-struted in Mizar in setion 3. This inludes the basi de�nitions neededto de�ne single domains like groups, �elds or vetor spaes. We disusshow the natural onnetion between these domains an be made expliitin Mizar and how this enables the reuse of already proven theorems. Se-tions 4 and 5 are devoted to the development of polynomials. We �rstde�ne formal power series and show how polynomials are onstruted asa speial sub-ase of them. Next we onsider the evaluation of polynomialsproving its homomorphism property, with minimal algebrai requirementson the underlying oeÆient domain.In setion 6, we de�ne ideals in rings and introdue some basi opera-tions on ideals and the notions needed for the proof of the Hilbert basistheorem. The Mizar version of the Hilbert basis theorem is presented insetion 7 where we disuss the helper notions and fats needed for theproof. We lose with a disussion on mathematial libraries in setion 8where we point out some problems that ourred during our work andresulted in revisions of the MML, whih generalized some of the alreadyde�ned onepts. The last two setions give some pointers to the relatedwork, o�er some onlusions and sketh our plans for the future.



Rudniki et al.: Commutative Algebra in Mizar 32. MizarThe Mizar system has been presented in (Rudniki, Trybule, 1999a);a number of additional douments are available through the Mizar webpage at mizar.org; here we only give a brief overview. Mizar is a proofheking system where proofs are written in the Mizar language and thenheked for orretness by the Mizar proessor. Mizar proofs are writtenusing terminology and fats stored in the MML.Mizar's logial basis is lassial �rst order logi similar to the alulusof natural dedution of (Ja�skowski, 1934). In some ontexts, free vari-ables of seond order are permitted and this enables, for example, thede�nition of indution shemes. The development of MML is based onTarski-Grothendiek set theory, a variant of ZF in whih the axiom ofin�nity is replaed by Tarski's stronger axiom (Tarski, 1939) postulat-ing the existene of arbitrarily large, strongly inaessible ardinals. Theaxiom of hoie is then proven as a theorem (Banerek, 1990).Mizar objets are typed, these types form a hierarhy with the funda-mental built-in type set. New types are onstruted using type onstru-tors alled modes. A type does not neessarily denote a set, it may denotea proper lass. For example, a mode Ring an be de�ned although theolletion of all rings is not a set. Modes an be deorated with bipolaradjetives formed by attributes whih are adjetive onstrutors. This ex-tends the type hierarhy: given an attribute ommutative, a new modeommutative Ring an be de�ned; then a variable of type ommutativeRing is also of type Ring. The user has to provide an existene proof be-fore suh a new type an be used. Mizar struture modes denote entitiesthat onsist of a number of �elds aessible by seletors. Struture modesare used to de�ne algebrai domains and will be desribed in detail in thenext setion.Atomi formulae are formed with onstrutors alled prediates andterms are built by onstrutors alled funtors. We borrowed the name\funtor" from (Rasiowa, Sikorski, 1968), p. 148:... some signs in the formalized language should orrespond tothe mappings and funtions being examined. These signs arealled funtors, or|more preisely|m-argument funtors pro-vided they orrespond to m-argument mappings from objets toobjets (m = 1, 2, ...).A de�nition of a funtor inludes a orretness proof in whih one has todemonstrate existene and uniqueness of the funtor being de�ned. Mizarfuntors must not be onfused with funtors as used in ategory theory.The proofs written in the Mizar language resemble proofs written inommon mathematial pratie; however, to make them mehaniallyhekable they typially need to be very detailed. For example, the in-trodution of a variable x of type t with a property p[x℄ is written as:onsider x being t suh that p[x℄ by L1; : : : Lm:The labels Li refer to other statements in the proof or to already proven



Rudniki et al.: Commutative Algebra in Mizar 4theorems and indiate the premises of the inferene. In this ase thepremises must provide a guarantee of the existene of an objet x oftype t with property p[x℄ as the onlusion of this inferene is an impliit,existentially quanti�ed formula. Whether inferenes are orret is estab-lished by the Mizar heker. Inferenes from the soure Mizar text areonverted into formulas of the following shape:premise0 ^ premise1 ^ : : : ^ premisek ^ not onlusionand in order to prove the onlusion, the heker tries to infer a ontra-dition. It may happen that a logially orret inferene is rejeted by theheker. Then the user has to introdue further \smaller" steps or evensubproofs into the proof sript to get the original statement aepted. TheMizar heker is tuned towards speed, not power.The \dry" texts of all Mizar formalizations are available in the MMLand maintained by the MML ommittee. The formalizations (almost 700artiles by some 130 authors) aepted by the ommittee are presentedin various forms in the eletroni Journal of Formalized Mathematis onthe WWW at mizar.org. This eletroni journal allows for browsing theMML through hyper-links and o�ers substantial help in loating de�ni-tions of the used notions (and there are some 10,000 of them). Paperounterparts of the formalizations appear in a parallel journal namedFormalized Mathematis published by University of Bia lystok in Poland,ISSN 1426-2630. These douments are typially diÆult to follow with-out additional explanations. In this paper, we would like to disuss theproess of formalizing mathematis in Mizar and the Mizar features sup-porting suh formalizations|in partiular, those features that make thepast formalizations reusable in the area of abstrat algebra.3. De�ning Algebrai Domains in MizarThe Mizar onstrution of formal multivariate polynomials was aimed atde�ning the ring of polynomials over a minimal algebrai domain permit-ting suh a onstrution. The de�nition of an algebrai domain is foundedon a struture mode providing the primitive notions, that is the signature(arriers and operators) of the domain. Then the axioms for a spei�lass of strutures are de�ned as properties of the underlying struturemode.In our ase, the struture mode of interest is doubleLoopStr, de�nedin (Kusak et al., 1990). It provides a arrier, two binary operations overthe arrier and two distinguished elements of the arrier, hene the sig-nature of a ring. Note again that a struture mode besides typing infor-mation does not state anything else about the properties of the operatorsit introdues. Figure 1 illustrates the relationship of doubleLoopStr toother struture modes in the type hierarhy. (See (AMU, 1995), (Trybule,1990) and (Kusak et al., 1990) to learn more about these strutures.) Thebottom de�nition introdues the following onstrutors:



Rudniki et al.: Commutative Algebra in Mizar 5strut 1-sorted(# arrier -> set #);
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strut (1-sorted) ZeroStr(# arrier -> set,Zero -> Element of the arrier #);6strut (ZeroStr) LoopStr(# arrier -> set,add -> BinOp of the arrier,Zero -> Element of the arrier #);

HHHHYstrut (1-sorted) HGrStr(# arrier -> set,mult -> BinOp of the arrier #);6strut (HGrStr) multLoopStr(# arrier -> set,mult -> BinOp of the arrier,unity -> Element of the arrier #);6XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXy strut (ZeroStr, multLoopStr) multLoopStr 0(# arrier -> set,mult -> BinOp of the arrier,unity -> Element of the arrier,Zero -> Element of the arrier #);XXXXXXXXy ��������:strut (LoopStr, multLoopStr 0) doubleLoopStr(# arrier -> set,add -> BinOp of the arrier,mult -> BinOp of the arrier,unity -> Element of the arrier,Zero -> Element of the arrier #);Figure 1: Derivation of doubleLoopStr in the Mizar Mathematial Library� the struture mode doubleLoopStr, that may be used to qualifyvariables, e.g. let S be doubleLoopStr or to form prediates, e.g.T is doubleLoopStr. However, a T for whih the latter holds, mayhave other �elds besides those listed in Figure 1, if the type of T isderived from doubleLoopStr.� the attribute strit whih when used as strit doubleLoopStrgives the type of strutures that have no additional �elds besidesthe ones mentioned in the de�nition; note that any type derivedfrom doubleLoopStr widens to doubleLoopStr but not neessarilyto strit doubleLoopStr. The attribute symbol strit is heav-ily overloaded as every de�nition of a struture mode de�nes a newattribute denoted by this symbol.� the aggregate funtor that is used to onstrut terms of struturedtypes, in our ase doubleLoopStr(#,a,m,u,z#) is suh an aggre-gate whenever  is a set, a and m are binary operations on , and uand z are two �xed elements of . Strutures denoted by aggregatesare strit.



Rudniki et al.: Commutative Algebra in Mizar 6� the forgetful funtor whih when used as the doubleLoopStr of Sreates a strit struture from S (provided S has a type widening todoubleLoopStr). This funtor denotes the aggregate:doubleLoopStr (# the arrier of S,the add of S, the mult of S,the unity of S, the Zero of S #)If S is of type strit doubleLoopStr, then S = the doubleLoopStrof S.The mode doubleLoopStr is derived from LoopStr and multLoopStr 0.This means that type doubleLoopStr widens to, or in other words thatit is a subtype of, both LoopStr and multLoopStr 0.Typially, a struture de�nition also introdues some seletor fun-tors to aess its �elds. The seletor funtors are introdued in the �rststruture de�nition in the struture hierarhy in whih the seletor ap-pears. The struture mode 1-sorted de�nes the seletor funtor thearrier of. It may be used for any 1-sorted struture, e.g. ZeroStr,LoopStr, doubleLoopStr. The seletor funtor the Zero of is intro-dued by ZeroStr and the seletor funtor the add of by LoopStr. Inthe ase of multLoopStr 0 no new seletors are introdued, the multof and the unity of are inherited from HGrStr and multLoopStr, re-spetively. Also in the ase of doubleLoopStr all seletor funtors areinherited.ZeroStr is a ommon anestor of LoopStr and multLoopStr 0. In thisway we ensure that arrier and Zero are the same in both. The de�nitionof ZeroStr introdues the Zero of as a new seletor, the arrier of isinherited from 1-sorted whih is a ommon anestor for most algebraistrutures in the MML.If S is de�ned to satisfy S = doubleLoopStr(#,a,m,u,z#) thenthe 1-sorted of S = 1-sorted(##)the ZeroStr of S = ZeroStr(#,z#)the LoopStr of S = LoopStr(#,a,z#)the multLoopStr_0 of S = multLoopStr_0(#,m,u,z#)the doubleLoopStr of S = doubleLoopStr(#,a,m,u,z#)and in partiular the doubleLoopStr of S = S.The order of seletors in a struture de�nition serves syntati purposesonly. It an be hosen arbitrarily (with the obvious restrition that aseletor s1 that ours in the type of a seletor s2 must be put befores2). The strutures in Mizar are not tuples but rather partial funtionson seletors, and seletors must not be identi�ed with just a plae in theaggregate funtor. When de�ning a derived struture, all the inheritedseletors must be repeated to �x the order of arguments in an aggregate.A struture mode de�nes only a bakbone on whih algebrai domainsare built. The desired properties of an algebrai domain are then ex-pressed by attributes whih are introdued one at a time. For example,assoiativity of addition is de�ned in (Trybule, 1990) as:



Rudniki et al.: Commutative Algebra in Mizar 7definitionlet S be non empty LoopStr;attr S is add-assoiative meansfor a, b,  being Element of the arrier of Sholds (a + b) +  = a + (b + );end;Here, a + b is a shorter notation for (the add of S).[a,b℄; this nota-tion is usually de�ned right after the seletor funtor is introdued, see(Trybule, 1990). The . funtor is the funtion appliation and sine theadd of S is a binary operation on the arrier of S it takes an ordered pairas an argument. Note that the struture parameter S does not our inthe term a + b; it is hidden in the type of a and b, i.e. Element of thearrier of S.The attribute add-assoiative is de�ned for mode LoopStr, in whihthe seletor the add of is introdued. The mode doubleLoopStr widensto the mode LoopStr as the latter is an anestor of the former and throughinheritane the attribute is appliable to objets of mode doubleLoopStr.Using separate attributes one an de�ne various properties of algebraidomains. These attributes an then be ombined into lusters:definitionluster add-assoiative right_zeroed right_omplementableAbelian ommutative assoiative left_unitalright_unital distributive Field-likenon degenerated (non empty doubleLoopStr);existeneDemonstrate the existene of an objet with all listed attributes.end;The attributes in the luster above were introdued for various stru-ture modes, all inherited by doubleLoopStr. For example, empty is de-�ned for 1-sorted, Abelian for LoopStr, ommutative for HGrStr anddegenerated (stating that the Zero and the unity of the struture areequal) for multLoopStr_0. Finally, the attribute distributive is de�nedfor doubleLoopStr as it ould not have been de�ned earlier.The existene proof in the luster de�nition is neessary to avoid emptytypes that are not allowed in Mizar. One we have proven the existeneof an objet with a luster of attributes, we an introdue a mode of thedesired algebrai domain:definitionmode Field is add-assoiative right_zeroed right_omplementableAbelian ommutative assoiative left_unitalright_unital distributive Field-likenon degenerated (non empty doubleLoopStr);end;The mode Field is an abbreviation for a doubleLoopStr having the at-tributes given in its de�nition. Note that through inheritane the def-inition of Field just ombines various notions; most of them exist on



Rudniki et al.: Commutative Algebra in Mizar 8their own. Hene, a de�nition of a Ring ould share the same bakbonestruture with the Field and its attributes ould be a subset of Field'sattributes. As a onsequene, eah theorem about the Ring would be ap-pliable to the Field.Another Mizar mehanism for expressing and extending the sub-typingrelationship is provided by onditional lusters. A onditional lusterstates that any Mizar objet that has some attributes also has someothers. For example, the rather trivial fat that a ommutative binaryoperator with a right zero also possesses a left zero an be expressed asfollows:definitionluster Abelian right_zeroed -> left_zeroed (non empty LoopStr);ohereneDemonstrate that the promised impliation holds.end;One the above onditional luster has been registered, it extends thetype hierarhy by the fat that Abelian right_zeroed LoopStr is a sub-type of left_zeroed LoopStr. Hene, prediates and funtors de�ned forleft_zeroed LoopStr are now also available for all other objets whosetype widens to Abelian right_zeroed LoopStr. Also, theorems provenfor left_zeroed LoopStr are now appliable to Abelian right zeroedLoopStr and all other types widening to it. The Mizar heker taitlyproesses all available onditional lusters and they are not expliitly ref-erened.4. Multivariate Power Series and PolynomialsThe onstrution of formal power series and polynomials is presented in(Rudniki, Trybule, 1999b). The power series are funtions from powerproduts into a struture of oeÆients. A power produt itself is a fun-tion, alled bag, from a given set of variables into natural numbers.Variables are elements of an arbitrary set X. When we need the variablesto be ordered, we use ordinals (Banerek, 1990) as X, but we prefer to beas general as possible. A bag over a set of variables X is de�ned in terms ofthe onept of ManySortedSet (Trybule, 1993), a funtion with a �xeddomain, i.e. a funtion from X with unspei�ed range.definitionlet X be set;mode bag of X isnatural-yielding finite-support ManySortedSet of X;end;The attribute natural-yielding means that the values of a bag arenatural numbers, whereas finite-support desribes the property of afuntion as having only �nitely many non zero values. The set of all bags ofX, neessary to de�ne power series as funtions from bags into a struture,



Rudniki et al.: Commutative Algebra in Mizar 9is then de�ned and named Bags X. It is not neessary that a olletionof all objets of a given type forms a set (but it is so in this ase and wehave proven it).Several operations on bags are de�ned, for example, addition b1 + b2used for multiplying power produts and restrited subtration b1 -' b2used for dividing power produts. We also introdued the lexiographiorder (when X is an ordinal) for power produts and the onept of theirdivisibility.Given a struture S, a formal power series over S with the variablesfrom X assigns to eah power produt over X a oeÆient whih is anelement of S. Consequently, a Series of X,S is a funtion from Bags Xinto S:definitionlet X be set, S be 1-sorted;mode Series of X,S -> Funtion of (Bags X),S meansnot ontradition;end;The above introdues the mode Series of X,S whih widens to the modeFuntion of (Bags X),S without any additional restritions, as bothmodes are idential with respet to their semanti properties; thus theondition not ontradition whih is always true and no proof is ne-essary here.Note that nothing is required from the struture S, in partiular noaddition over S has to be available. These assumptions are introdued laterwhen neessary to ensure additional properties of series. For example,de�ning addition of series requires addition of the elements of S, hene itis de�ned for LoopStr:definitionlet n be set, L be non empty LoopStr,p, q be Series of n,L;fun p + q -> Series of n,L meansfor x being bag of n holds it.x = p.x + q.x;end;The keyword it denotes the objet being de�ned.De�ning multipliation requires a bit more work: p * q on a bag b isobtained by onsidering all deompositions of b into bags b1 and b2, suhthat b = b1 + b2. This is done with the helper funtor deomp whihgives the �nite sequene of deompositions of b, ordered in inreasingorder of the �rst omponent. For this we require that the variables areidenti�ed with a ertain ordinal:definitionlet n be Ordinal,L be add-assoiative right_omplementableright_zeroed (non empty doubleLoopStr),p, q be Series of n,L;



Rudniki et al.: Commutative Algebra in Mizar 10fun p * q -> Series of n,L meansfor b being bag of nex s being FinSequene of the arrier of Lst it.b = � s &len s = len deomp b &for k being Nat st k 2 dom sex b1, b2 being bag of nst (deomp b)|.k = <*b1, b2*> & s|.k = p.b1 � q.b2;end;The funtor |. is a funtion appliation that gives a term of the funtionrange, even if the argument is not in the funtion domain; it is de�nedin suh a way that f|.x equals f.x when x is in the domain of f. Theattributes add-assoiative and right omplementable although intro-dued by the same author (Trybule, 1990) use di�erent onventions forhyphenation. There are no general rules for ahieving uniformity in suhases; the issue is minor but the di�erene an be annoying for a asualreader of Mizar texts.Remark. We would like to mention that proving the assoiativity of thisonvolution produt presented a tehnial hallenge as it turned out to beextremely tedious for the authors of (Rudniki, Trybule, 1999b). It is abit surprising that even in a thorough algebra text (Beker, Weispfenning,1993) the proof is left as an exerise. In (MaLane, Birkho� , 1967) theorresponding proof for the univariate ase oupies a quarter of a pagewith half of it relegated to reasoning by analogy.We also de�ned the operators p - q and -p with their obvious meaningas well as the zero series and the unit series denoted by 0_(n,L) and1_(n,L), respetively. The arguments n and L are neessary to determinethe proper type of these onstants.Polynomials are a speial ase of formal power series; they are the serieshaving only �nitely many power produts with non-zero oeÆients, thatis series with a �nite support (written finite-Support to distinguishit from finite-support, introdued earlier). Due to this restrition theunderlying struture L must have a zero, hene L must be a ZeroStr.definitionlet n be Ordinal, L be non empty ZeroStr;mode Polynomial of n,L is finite-Support Series of n,Lend;Now, all the funtors de�ned for series and resulting in series an beapplied to polynomials beause the type Polynomial of n,L|whih isequal to finite-Support Series of n,L|widens to the type Seriesof n,L. However, the return types of these funtors are series and notpolynomials. We have to expliitly state that when performing operationson polynomials we obtain polynomials, i.e. that the resulting series has�nite support. This problem is solved by employing funtorial lusters, inwhih exatly this is stated and proven, for example:



Rudniki et al.: Commutative Algebra in Mizar 11definitionlet n be Ordinal, L be right_zeroed (non empty LoopStr),p, q be Polynomial of n,L;luster p + q -> finite-Support;ohereneProve that the result of adding two Polynomials has finite-Support.end;After the registration of this luster, for p and q of type Polynomial ofn,L, the type of p + q is Polynomial of n,L and not only a Seriesof n,L as given in the de�nition of addition. As a result of the lus-ter above, the attribute finite-Support is added, leading to the typefinite-Support Series of n,L whih by de�nition is a Polynomialof n,L. The solution with funtorial lusters is muh more elegant thana separate de�nition, or a rede�nition, of addition for polynomials as weinherit whatever we have proven about the addition of power series.Putting it all together, we get the ring of polynomials over a strutureL as a doubleLoopStr, in whih the single omponents are identi�ed withthe orresponding operators just de�ned (note that the underlying stru-ture L is not a full ommutative ring). We only used attributes neessaryto ensure that the operators for polynomials resulted in a polynomial.definitionlet n be Ordinal,L be right_zeroed add-assoiative right_omplementableunital distributive non trivial(non empty doubleLoopStr);fun Polynom-Ring(n,L) -> strit non empty doubleLoopStr means(for x being setholds x 2 the arrier of it iff x is Polynomial of n,L) &(for x, y being Element of it, p, q being Polynomial of n,Lst x = p & y = q holds x + y = p + q) &(for x, y being Element of it, p, q being Polynomial of n,Lst x = p & y = q holds x � y = p * q) &0.(it) = 0_(n,L) &1_(it) = 1_(n,L);end;0. and 1 are unary funtors returning the Zero and the unity of thestruture, respetively. 0 (n,L) and 1 (n,L) as already mentioned denotethe zero and the unit polynomials, respetively. Note that the symbol +is overloaded. On the left side it denotes the addition in the ring beingde�ned, on the right side the addition of polynomials. Roughly speaking,it says that the addition in the ring of polynomials is just the addition ofpolynomials. The same holds for the symbol 1 .So far we have only de�ned an instane of a doubleLoopStr; nothinghas been said about the usual algebrai properties of a polynomial ring.To onstitute Polynom-Ring(n,L) as a ring, the neessary attributes areintrodued in luster registrations. For some of the attributes, additionalproperties of L are neessary. For example, it turns out that in order to



Rudniki et al.: Commutative Algebra in Mizar 12prove the ommutativity of polynomial multipliation, we also need theaddition of the underlying struture L to be ommutative.definitionlet n be Ordinal,L be right_zeroed Abelian add-assoiativeright_omplementable distributive ommutativeunital non trivial (non empty LoopStr);luster Polynom-Ring(n,L) -> ommutative;end;Finally, to prove distributivity of Polynom-Ring(n,L) we had to use at-tributes implying that L is a ring with a unit, but not neessarily a om-mutative one.definitionlet n be Ordinal,L be right_zeroed Abelian add-assoiativeright_omplementable distributive assoiativeunital non trivial (non empty doubleLoopStr);luster Polynom-Ring (n,L) -> unital right-distributive;end;5. Evaluating Multivariate PolynomialsThe next natural step is to onsider the evaluation homomorphism of poly-nomials into the underlying struture L (Shwarzweller, Trybule, 2000).In order to de�ne an evaluation of polynomials as a funtion from the ringof polynomials over L into L, it is not neessary for L to be a ring. How-ever, in order to prove that the evaluation is a homomorphism, furtherproperties of L are neessary, namely that L is a non trivial ommutativering with 1.First, we resolve the problem of evaluating a power produt b whih isa bag of n.definitionlet n be Ordinal, b be bag of n,L be unital non trivial (non empty doubleLoopStr),x be Funtion of n,L;fun eval(b,x) -> Element of the arrier of L meansex y being FinSequene of the arrier of L stlen y = len SgmX(RelInl n, support b) &it = � y &for i being Nat st 1 <= i & i <= len y holdsy|.i = power(L).((x � SgmX(RelInl n, support b))|.i,(b � SgmX(RelInl n, support b))|.i);end;The evaluation of the variables is given by a helper funtion x. To getto the evaluation of the �nitely many variables ourring with non-zeroexponents in b, the funtor SgmX (Madras, 1996) is employed. This funtortakes a �nite set (here the support of bag b) and a linear order for this



Rudniki et al.: Commutative Algebra in Mizar 13set (here the inlusion on ordinals) and returns a �nite sequene in whihthe elements of the given set our in inreasing order. This sequeneis omposed with x to get the �nite sequene of values for the variablesand with b to get the orresponding �nite sequene of exponents. Theexponentiation is then performed point-wise yielding a �nite sequene yof elements of L. The result of the evaluation of b with respet to x isthe produt of the values of y. We get this produt using the funtor �whih takes a �nite sequene over a struture allowing for multipliationand returns the produt of the elements of the sequene (Trybule, 1991).The struture L has to meet two requirements: the existene of a unity,beause we use the funtor power, and that it is not trivial (i.e. hasat least two elements). However, in order to prove that the evaluationrespets multipliation of power produts, that iseval(b1 + b2,x) = eval(b1,x) � eval(b2,x),it turns out that L has to provide a ommutative multipliation with aleft and a right unity. As this property is neessary to prove the proper-ties of the evaluation of polynomials, it will follow that the evaluation ofpolynomials is a homomorphism only if the underlying struture L is aommutative ring with 1.The de�nition of the evaluation of a polynomial is analogous to theevaluation of power produts:definitionlet n be Ordinal,L be right_zeroed add-assoiative right_omplementableunital distributive non trivial(non empty doubleLoopStr),p be Polynomial of n,L, x be Funtion of n,L;fun eval(p,x) -> Element of the arrier of L meansex y being FinSequene of the arrier of Lst len y = len SgmX(BagOrder n, Support p) &it = � y &for i being Nat st 1 <= i & i <= len y holdsy|.i = (p � SgmX(BagOrder n, Support p))|.i �eval(((SgmX(BagOrder n, Support p))|.i),x);end;The requirements on L in the above de�nition only ensure that eval isa funtion, not that it is already a homomorphism. Consequently, thenext goal is to prove|with as modest additional requirements on L aspossible|that the funtor eval is a homomorphism from the polynomialring over L into L.We introdue a helper funtor Polynom-Ring(n,L,x), taking an ordi-nal number n denoting the variables, a struture L and a variable eval-uation funtion x as parameters, and assigning to eah polynomial p inPolynom-Ring(n,L) the value of eval(p,x) from L.



Rudniki et al.: Commutative Algebra in Mizar 14definitionlet n be Ordinal,L be right_zeroed add-assoiative right_omplementableunital distributive non trivial(non empty doubleLoopStr),x be Funtion of n,L;fun Polynom-Evaluation(n,L,x)-> map of Polynom-Ring(n,L),L meansfor p being Polynomial of n,L holds it.p = eval(p,x);end;Proving that Polynom-Evaluation is indeed a homomorphism needs ad-ditional assumptions onerning L: all three properties of a ring homomor-phism require the addition of L to be an Abelian group, the multipliationof L to provide a left and a right unity, and the distributivity law. For theompatibility of addition with polynomial evaluation these properties arealready suÆient, whereas to prove that polynomial evaluation preservesthe unity we need also the assoiativity of multipliation. Finally, to provethat the evaluation of polynomials is ompatible with the multipliationof polynomials we have to assume that the multipliation of L is not onlyassoiative but also ommutative, hene that the underlying struture Lis a non trivial ommutative ring with 1. Thus we ended up with thefollowing:definitionlet n be Ordinal,L be Abelian right_zeroed add-assoiativeright_omplementable well-unital distributiveommutative assoiativenon trivial (non empty doubleLoopStr),x be Funtion of n,L;luster Polynom-Evaluation(n,L,x) -> RingHomomorphism;end;6. IdealsFrom our point of view ideals are interesting for two reasons. First, theyare neessary to develop the theory of Gr�obner bases, whih was one ofour motivations for starting this work. Seond, the theory of ideals is analgebrai topi in its own right with many appliations, hene a good topifor further study of algebrai strutures and their inheritane in Mizar.We do not introdue ideals as subsets losed with respet to additionand multipliation by arbitrary ring elements in one step (Baker et al.,2000). Rather, we introdue eah property separately as an attribute andombine these attributes in a seond step using luster de�nitions. Notethat by doing so we not only get left and right ideals for free but inaddition, the fat that ideals are both left and right ideals is aptured bythe Mizar heker without any further justi�ation.In order to de�ne ideals we need to be able to say that a subset of astruture (indeed of the struture arrier) is losed under addition and



Rudniki et al.: Commutative Algebra in Mizar 15multipliation by struture elements. To say that a subset of a strutureis losed under addition does not require the struture to provide a mul-tipliation. So the attribute add-losed an be de�ned for LoopStr.definitionlet L be non empty LoopStr,F be Subset of L;attr F is add-losed meansfor x, y being Element of the arrier of Lst x 2 F & y 2 F holds x + y 2 F;end;The attributes left-ideal and right-ideal expressing the fat that asubset is losed under multipliation by struture elements are de�ned formultLoopStr providing a multipliation only.definitionlet L be non empty multLoopStr,F be Subset of L;attr F is left-ideal meansfor p, x being Element of the arrier of Lst x 2 F holds p � x 2 Fattr F is right-ideal meansfor p, x being Element of the arrier of Lst x 2 F holds x � p 2 Fend;The intended strutures are then de�ned using existential lusters. Theproofs of existene are simple here; just take the whole struture L as therequired subset. Note that no algebrai properties of L are neessary forthe proofs; L only has to provide the operators for addition and multipli-ation, hene must be a doubleLoopStr:definitionlet L be non empty doubleLoopStr;luster add-losedleft-ideal right-ideal (non empty Subset of L);luster add-losed left-ideal (non empty Subset of L);luster add-losed right-ideal (non empty Subset of L);end;As a matter of onveniene we also introdue the modes LeftIdeal,RightIdeal and Ideal. As should be lear from the previous setions,this is not neessary. One ould work with the appropriately attributedSubset of L. In fat, we stated a ouple of theorems in this way sine itturns out that they an be proven with weaker assumptions; for example,to prove that 0 is an element of a subset I of L it suÆes to assume I isleft-ideal (and some further attributes for L must hold) rather than afull ideal.



Rudniki et al.: Commutative Algebra in Mizar 16definitionlet L be non empty doubleLoopStr;mode Ideal of L is add-losedleft-ideal right-ideal (non empty Subset of L);mode RightIdeal of L is add-losedright-ideal (non empty Subset of L);mode LeftIdeal of L is add-losedleft-ideal (non empty Subset of L);end;As we already mentioned these de�nitions imply that an ideal over L isboth a left and a right ideal over L simply beause all three modes arede�ned over the same struture mode L and the attributes of the latterones are a subset of the attributes that an ideal must have.The fat that for ommutative strutures left and right ideals oinidewith two-sided ideals is aptured in Mizar by the following onditionallusters. Note that the Mizar veri�er will now treat left and right idealsin ommutative strutures as if they were ideals.definitionlet L be ommutative (non empty doubleLoopStr);luster left-ideal -> right-ideal (non empty Subset of L);luster right-ideal -> left-ideal (non empty Subset of L);end;We stated and proved basi properties of (left, right) ideals, for exam-ple that 0 2 I and that x - y 2 I if x,y 2 I for all (left, right) idealsI, also that {0.R} and the arrier of R are always (left, right) ide-als. The phrase \always" means here for all non empty doubleLoopStrsful�lling the attributes neessary to prove these theorems; namely, no fur-ther attributes in the seond ase and the attributes add-assoiative,right_zeroed, right_omplementable and distributive in the �rst.We introdued some operations on ideals suh as the sum +, the inter-setion \, the produt *, the quotient % of two ideals and the radial pof an ideal. When formalizing and proving basi properties of these oper-ations we tried again to use as few attributes as possible; �nding out, forexample, that in order to prove (I % J) % K = I % (J * K) it suÆesthat only I is a right ideal whereas J and K are simply subsets of theunderlying struture L:theoremfor R being left_zeroed add-right-anelable right-distributiveommutative assoiative (non empty doubleLoopStr),I being add-losed right-ideal (non empty Subset of R),J, K being Subset of Rholds (I % J) % K = I % (J * K);In order to prove the Hilbert basis theorem we also needed the notion of(�nitely) generated ideals. Here we only handle the ase of ideals (gener-ated left and right ideals an be found in (Baker et al., 2000)). The idealgenerated by a subset F of a struture L is the smallest ideal that on-tains F whih is diretly expressed in the Mizar de�nition. Note that the



Rudniki et al.: Commutative Algebra in Mizar 17following de�nition, like all de�nitions of funtors, requires an existeneand uniqueness proof and that no algebrai properties of the struture Lare assumed.definitionlet L be non empty doubleLoopStr,F be non empty Subset of L;fun F-Ideal -> Ideal of L meansF = it & for I being Ideal of L st F = I holds it = I;end;Given this notion one an prove basi properties of generated ideals, forexample, the following well known fat about ideals with two generators.Here we need rather strong assumptions about the underlying algebraistruture L, namely that it is almost a ommutative ring with unity (theproperty add-anelable is a bit weaker than having a right inverse withrespet to addition).theoremfor R being Abelian left_zeroed right_zeroed add-anelablewell-unital add-assoiative assoiative ommutativedistributive (non empty doubleLoopStr),a, b being Element of R holds{a,b}-Ideal = {a � r + b � s where r, s is Element of R: not ontradition};Finitely generated ideals are ideals having a �nite basis, that is they aregenerated by a �nite subset F of L, so we introdue the following de�nitionof the attribute finitely_generated.definitionlet L be non empty doubleLoopStr,I be Ideal of L;attr I is finitely_generated meansex F being non empty finite Subset of the arrier of Lst I = F-Ideal;end;Developing the theory of ideals so far was straightforward due to themehanisms Mizar provides for onstruting algebrai domains. As wedesribed, the inlusion of left and right ideals an be done in Mizar quiteelegantly. Also the ase of non ommutative rings an be handled in anatural way. The theorems, usually formulated in text books for ommu-tative rings but whih do not require ommutativity of multipliation,an be stated without the orresponding attribute ommutative and thuswould be appliable to non ommutative rings. Due to the inheritanemehanism implemented in the Mizar system, these theorems an be ap-plied for ommutative rings as well. Our attempt to state theorems witha minimal set of attributes often leads to algebrai strutures not foundin the literature; for example, a \ring" in whih addition does not provideinverse elements as in the theorem above. Not only do we get interesting



Rudniki et al.: Commutative Algebra in Mizar 18new insights into algebrai domains, but we also believe it supports reuseof these theorems.7. Hilbert Basis TheoremThe Mizar formalization of this theorem follows (Beker, Weispfenning,1993), p. 145 where the theorem is formulated as:Theorem 4.6 (Hilbert Basis Theorem) (AC) Let R be a noetherianring. Then the polynomial ring R[X℄ is again noetherian.In the Mizar language (Baker, Rudniki, 2000) the same is expressedas follows (the symbol :: starts a omment that ontinues to the end ofthe line):theorem HBasis: :: Hilbert basis univariatefor R being Noetherian Abelian add-assoiative right_zeroedright_omplementable assoiative distributivewell-unital ommutative (non empty doubleLoopStr)holds Polynom-Ring R is Noetherian;This theorem is �rst formulated about univariate polynomials whih werereently developed by R. Milewski (Milewski, 2000a,b,). It turns outthat univariate polynomials are more onveniently handled using a sep-arate and simpler framework than using multivariate polynomials withone variable. Milewski used the simpler framework of algebrai sequenesintrodued in (Muzalewski, Szzerba, 1991). We do not report on detailsof Milewski's work here but he has proven the fundamental theorem ofalgebra, see (Milewski, 2000). We are now working on the proof of theorresponding fat for multivariate polynomials, i.e. the Hilbert Nullstel-lensatz. For the multivariate ase the Hilbert basis theorem is formulatedin Mizar (Baker, Rudniki, 2000) as:theoremfor R being Abelian add-assoiative right_zeroedright_omplementable assoiative distributivewell-unital non trivial ommutative(non empty doubleLoopStr)st R is Noetherianholds for n being Nat holds Polynom-Ring (n,R) is Noetherian;This theorem in (Beker, Weispfenning, 1993), p. 145 is formulated as:Corollary 4.7 If R is a noetherian ring, then R[X1; : : : ;Xn℄ is againnoetherian for every n � 1. In partiular, K[X1; : : : ;Xn℄ is noetherian ifK is a �eld.The seond part of this orollary has been stated in Mizar as a separatetheorem. Its proof is immediate as any �eld is Noetherian and the resultfollows from the �rst part of the orollary.The attribute Noetherian is de�ned in (Baker et al., 2000):



Rudniki et al.: Commutative Algebra in Mizar 19definitionlet L be non empty doubleLoopStr;attr L is Noetherian meansfor I being Ideal of L holds I is finitely_generated;end;Please note that the notion is de�nable for doubleLoopStr while (Beker,Weispfenning, 1993), p. 144 do it for a ring:De�nition 4.4 A ring R is noetherian if every Ideal of R is �nitelygenerated.Before embarking on the proof of the Hilbert basis theorem, we �rstneed to formalize the notion of a formal linear ombination. This wasdone for the multLoopStr, the smallest struture for whih it is doable,see (Baker et al., 2000):definitionlet R be non empty multLoopStr,A be non empty Subset of the arrier of R;mode LinearCombination of A ->FinSequene of the arrier of R meansfor i being set st i 2 dom itex u, v being Element of R, a being Element of Ast it|.i = u � a � v;mode LeftLinearCombination of A ->FinSequene of the arrier of R meansfor i being set st i 2 dom itex u being Element of R, a being Element of A st it|.i = u � a;mode RightLinearCombination of A ->FinSequene of the arrier of R meansfor i being set st i 2 dom itex u being Element of R, a being Element of A st it|.i = a � u;end;(Of ourse, when we want to sum a linear ombination we need a struturethat also provides an addition, i.e. a doubleLoopStr.)We have atually needed only one type of linear ombinations|as laterwe are dealing with ommutative strutures|but we have also de�nedthe two sided linear ombination that an be used in non-ommutativerings. Thus we ended up with three types of linear ombinations. Thesenotions prompted a series of simple fats: there exist non empty linearombinations, atenation of linear ombinations is a linear ombination,multiplying a linear ombination from the left or from the right resultsin a linear ombination of an appropriate kind, et. For a while we hopedthat the above de�nitions were suÆient, but it turned out that at aertain point we had to speak about a spei� representation of a linearombination. This has been handled with the helper prediate:



Rudniki et al.: Commutative Algebra in Mizar 20definitionlet R be non empty multLoopStr,A be non empty Subset of the arrier of R,L be LinearCombination of A,E be FinSequene of[:the arrier of R,the arrier of R,the arrier of R:℄;pred E represents L meanslen E = len L &for i being set st i 2 dom L holdsL.i = ((E|.i)`1) � ((E|.i)`2) � ((E|.i)`3) & ((E|.i)`2) 2 A;end;([: ... :℄ denotes a Cartesian produt while `1, `2 and `3 are proje-tions.)Analogous prediates have been introdued for the other linear om-binations. This prediate has enabled us to formulate and prove whathappens to a linear ombination under a map from a struture to a stru-ture:theoremfor R, S being non empty multLoopStr,F being non empty Subset of the arrier of R,l being LinearCombination of F,G being non empty Subset of the arrier of S,P being Funtion of the arrier of R, the arrier of S,E being FinSequene of[:the arrier of R,the arrier of R,the arrier of R:℄st PÆF = G & E represents lholds ex LC being LinearCombination of Gst len l = len LC &for i being set st i 2 dom LC holdsLC.i = (P.(E|.i)`1) � (P.(E|.i)`2) � (P.(E|.i)`3);One may wonder why the linear ombinations were not diretly de�nedthrough their spei� representations. That was our original intention butit seems that they are hardly ever needed.The proof of the main theorem for the univariate ase uses polynomialsas de�ned by (Milewski, 2000a,b). This seemed a justi�ed solution as weavoided the use of the heavier mahinery of Bags needed for multivari-ate polynomials. The Mizar proof of the theorem losely follows (Beker,Weispfenning, 1993), p. 145, using the following lemma from p. 144:Lemma 4.5 (AC) Let R be a ring and let I(R) be the set of all idealsof R. Then the following are equivalent:(i) R is noetherian.(ii) For every B � R there exists a �nite subset C of B with Id(C) =Id(B).(iii) Whenever faigi2N is a sequene of elements of R, then there existsm 2 N with am+1 2 Id(a0; : : : ; am).(iv) There does not exist a stritly asending �-hain of ideals of R, i.e.,a family fIigi2N of ideals of R with Ij � Ik and Ij 6= Ik for j < k.



Rudniki et al.: Commutative Algebra in Mizar 21In the Mizar language, theorems strutured similarly to the lemmaabove are stated as a sequene of impliations: this is how they are usuallyproven. In the proof (by ontradition) of the Hilbert basis theorem weonly needed the fats that (i) =) (ii) and that (ii) =) (iii) (but J. Bakerhas proven all of them). The �rst two impliations form the following twoMizar theorems, see (Baker et al., 2000):theorem :: Lemma_4_5_i_ii:for R being Noetherian add-assoiative left_zeroed right_zeroedadd-anelable assoiative distributivewell-unital (non empty doubleLoopStr)for B being non empty Subset of the arrier of Rex C being non empty finite Subset of the arrier of Rst C = B & C-Ideal = B-Ideal;theorem :: Lemma_4_5_ii_iii:for R being (non empty doubleLoopStr)st for B being non empty Subset of the arrier of Rex C being non empty finite Subset of the arrier of Rst C = B & C-Ideal = B-Idealfor a being sequene of Rex m being Nat st a.(m+1) 2 (rng (a|Segm(m+1)))-Ideal;In the ourse of proving the main theorem we needed to hoose the poly-nomials of minimal degree from a set of polynomials. This was ahievedwith the helper funtor minlen (we had to do some asting of types):definitionlet L be right_zeroed add-assoiative right_omplementableunital distributive (non empty doubleLoopStr),I be non empty Subset of the arrier of Polynom-Ring L;fun minlen(I) -> non empty Subset of I equals{ x where x is Element of I :for x', y' being Polynomial of Lst x' = x & y' 2 I holds len x' <= len y' };end;In Milewski's treatment of univariate polynomials they are representedas in�nite sequenes with a �nite number of non-zero entries giving theoeÆients in inreasing order of the exponents. The degree of suh apolynomial is the position where the last non-zero oeÆient appears (thisis alled the length of the sequene written len). The zero polynomialhas length 0, the onstant non-zero polynomials have length 1, et. whihslightly di�ers from the ommon de�nition of the degree of a polynomial.The proof of the Hilbert basis theorem then follows the proof from(Beker, Weispfenning, 1993), p. 145. The proof in the book is about250 words long, the Mizar proof is about 4500 words long. This blow upfator is not surprising as Mizar requires all algebrai manipulations tobe done at a low level and the proof involves many of them. The Mizarproof probably ould have been shorter if it were re-edited having justits length in mind. However, one the proof is ompleted, there is littleinentive to beautify it.



Rudniki et al.: Commutative Algebra in Mizar 22As far as the length of Mizar texts goes, we found a bigger surpriseproving the basis theorem for multivariate polynomials. In (Beker, Weis-pfenning, 1993), p. 145 the proof of Corollary 4.7 is just:Proof The proof is by indution on n. If n = 1, then the laim is identialwith the Hilbert basis theorem as stated above. If n > 1, it follows fromR[X1; : : : ;Xn℄ = R[X1; : : : ;Xn�1℄[Xn℄together with the indution hypothesis.However, the hint given by the authors is disussed over pages 73{74with referenes to a number of earlier lemmas (with simple but tediousproofs). We needed to formalize all this material. The Mizar proof is alsoby indution on n. Stritly speaking the equality mentioned above doesnot hold in our treatment of polynomials but the rings are isomorphiand the Mizar proof is slightly di�erent. Let us �rst observe that if twostrutures are isomorphi and one is Noetherian then the other is too:theorem ISO3:for R, S being Abelian add-assoiative right_zeroed assoiativeright_omplementable distributive well-unital(non empty doubleLoopStr),P being map of R,Sst P is RingIsomorphism & R is Noetherian holds S is Noetherian;We start the indution at 0 with the help of:theorem ISO4:for R being add-assoiative right_zeroed assoiativeright_omplementable distributive well-unitalnon trivial (non empty doubleLoopStr)holds ex P being map of R, Polynom-Ring (0,R)st P is RingIsomorphism;that is we show that R is isomorphi with the ring of multivariate poly-nomials over R with no variables. Next we show that:theorem ISO5:for R being Abelian add-assoiative right_zeroedright_omplementable assoiative distributivewell-unital ommutative non trivial(non empty doubleLoopStr),n being Natex P being map of Polynom-Ring(Polynom-Ring(n,R)),Polynom-Ring(n+1,R)st P is RingIsomorphism;The proofs of these fats, although simple, are indeed tedious as theyrequire a onstrution of isomorphisms. With these fats in hand theproof of the Hilbert basis theorem easily follows by indution. We havethe base ase. The basis theorem for univariate polynomials gives usthe indutive step sine when Polynom-Ring(n,R) is Noetherian then



Rudniki et al.: Commutative Algebra in Mizar 23so is Polynom-Ring(Polynom-Ring(n,R)); the latter is isomorphi toPolynom-Ring(n+1,R) whih thus is also Noetherian. Here is the om-plete proof:theorem :: Hilbert basis for multivariatefor R being Abelian add-assoiative right_zeroedassoiative right_omplementable distributivewell-unital non trivial ommutative(non empty doubleLoopStr)st R is Noetherianfor n being Nat holds Polynom-Ring(n,R) is Noetherianprooflet R be Abelian add-assoiative right_zeroedassoiative right_omplementable distributivewell-unital non trivial ommutative(non empty doubleLoopStr);assumeA: R is Noetherian;onsider P being map of R, Polynom-Ring(0,R) suh thatB: P is RingIsomorphism by ISO4;Base: Polynom-Ring(0,R) is Noetherian by A, B, ISO3;Step: now let k be Nat suh thatX: Polynom-Ring(k,R) is Noetherian;onsider P beingmap of Polynom-Ring(Polynom-Ring(k,R)),Polynom-Ring(k+1,R) suh thatY: P is RingIsomorphism by ISO5;Polynom-Ring(Polynom-Ring(k,R)) is Noetherianby X, HBasis;hene Polynom-Ring(k+1,R) is Noetherian by Y, ISO3;end;thus thesis from Ind(Base, Step);end;The proof itself is short but proofs of all the helper lemmas oupy 1700lines of Mizar text and are mainly due to J. Baker (Baker, Rudniki,2000). It would be hard to ompare the length of the Mizar proof with theorresponding proof from (Beker, Weispfenning, 1993), as the relevantmaterial in the latter is spread over many pages.To onlude our development we proved the following:theoremfor R being Abelian right_zeroed add-assoiativeright_omplementable assoiative distributivewell-unital ommutative non trivial(non empty doubleLoopStr),X being infinite Ordinalholds Polynom-Ring(X,R) is non Noetherian;That is, a polynomial ring with in�nitely many variables has ideals thatare not �nitely generated. The proof is by ontradition using an evalu-ation that assigns unity to one of the variables whih does not our inthe �nite basis and zero to all remaining ones.



Rudniki et al.: Commutative Algebra in Mizar 248. Library RevisionsWhen starting to de�ne polynomials, we wanted to keep the number ofnew de�nitions as small as possible. Hene we examined the MML to �ndonepts that we ould use. Several problems ourred.To begin, we found out (not for the �rst time) that many basi theoremswere missing. For example, the funtor � sums up elements of a �nitesequene; it is lear that if all but one partiular element equal zero, thesum is this element. This theorem had not been proven before.It happens frequently that a Mizar author introdues a onept for a toospei� struture, whih limits the reuse of theorems about the onept.For example, the funtor power, for exponentiation with natural numbers,was de�ned for groups, whereas we wanted to use it in a struture provid-ing only unity. Of ourse, one an de�ne the funtor again for the moregeneral ase, but this does not seem appropriate in a library. The solutionis to revise the MML, that means generalizing the original de�nition andreformulating the theorems onerning this onept. Sometimes it turnsout that the proof of a theorem atually does not use all properties of thestruture it is about and thus the theorem an be generalized.On the one hand this problem seems natural. For example, if one iswriting an artile about groups in whih one needs a funtor|and onedoes not �nd it in the MML|one simply de�nes it. Why should one thinkabout more general solutions if it works well for the theorems intendedto prove? In addition, it is rather hard, if even possible, to estimate howgeneral a de�nition should be in order to provide optimal bene�t for futureusers of MML. On the other hand, while proving theorems about the newonept, one usually observes whih properties of the underlying strutureare neessary to prove it and whih are not. The orretness proof of thepower funtor, for example, did not use all the properties of a group. Thesame holds for de�ning formal power series and polynomials: we �rst didthis for polynomials with a �nite number of variables, before we realizedthat we had already developed all the mahinery for onstruting powerseries in arbitrary number of variables.Another point onneted with this problem is that sometimes it maybe better not to be as general as possible. For example, although one anbuild the theory of polynomials in one variable out of our approah by us-ing Polynomial-Ring(1,R), this seems not to be the best solution. Doingso would require R to be a ommutative and assoiative ring, just beausethese properties were neessary to prove the evaluation of polynomials tobe a homomorphism in the general ase. It seems that for polynomialswith one variable, this property an be established with weaker assump-tions on R. So the question remains: how muh generalization is best?Also, in some ases generiness does not lead to one general theoryinluding well-known ones as instanes, but rather splits up the theoryby dupliating theorems. By dupliation we mean that the same alge-brai theorem an be proven in more than one way by assuming thatdi�erent attributes hold for the underlying struture mode. We illustrate



Rudniki et al.: Commutative Algebra in Mizar 25this phenomenon with an example from (Shwarzweller, 2000): elementsof algebrai strutures providing an addition an be multiplied with nat-ural numbers|n � a standing for a + (a + (: : : (a + a) : : : ) and a � n for(: : : (a+a)+a) : : : )+a)+a|however in non assoiative strutures n�a anda�n are not neessarily the same. Consequently, one starts with two de�ni-tions of this kind of multipliation, one for the left- and one for the right-multipliation. Now, if addition is assoiative (and 0 � a = 0 = a � 0 holds,that is the underlying struture is both left_zeroed and right_zeroed)these two de�nitions oinide, that istheoremfor L being left_zeroed right_zeroed assoiative(non empty LoopStr),a being Element of L, n being Natholds n � a = a � n;It turns out that one an prove the same theorem for non assoiativestrutures, if one assumes that addition ommutes, so:theoremfor L being Abelian (non empty LoopStr),a being Element of L, n being Natholds n � a = a � n;The next question is what to do if the property n � a = a � n is needed inanother proof: there is a hoie of taking an assoiative or a non assoiativestruture, leading to di�erent proofs, and hene again to two theorems. Itis hard to estimate whih theorem will be more important for future work,so both seem to deserve their plae in the library. However, storing twoor more versions of the same theorem will ultimately inate the library.9. Related WorkAn interesting and ambitious projet named Theorema (Buhberger etal., 1997) aims at extending urrent omputer algebra systems towardssupporting mathematial proofs and is built around the Mathematia soft-ware. At the time of this writing only a restrited prototype implementa-tion was available.Paul Jakson, in his PhD work (Jakson, 1995), explored the Nuprlproof development system applying it to omputational abstrat algebrawith the plan of introduing the absolute notion of mathematial rigor intothe omputer algebra systems. Jakson got as far as the theory of monoidsand polynomials. The hopes were to make the Nuprl proof heker inter-at with the Weyl omputer algebra system by extrating omputationalontents from onstrutive Nuprl proofs. However, the work has not beenontinued sine 1995.Coquand and Persson (Coquand, Persson, 1998) initiated a larger saleprojet in order to develop omputational algebra ompletely with Mar-tin-L�of's type theory. They advoate the use of the so alled internal



Rudniki et al.: Commutative Algebra in Mizar 26or integrated methods of algorithm development where an algorithm isextrated from a onstrutive existene proof. Thus, they hope that froman abstrat proof of Gr�obner basis existene one an extrat an algorithmfor omputing it. Their work is in progress but they already express fearsthat the extrated algorithms may have high omplexity.Buhberger's algorithm for omputing Gr�obner basis has been formal-ized in (Th�ery, 2001) using the Coq proof assistant. Th�ery's developmentis essentially external, as he �rst de�nes the Buhberger's algorithm andthen proves its orretness. For any algorithm de�ned in Coq, there is apossibility to extrat an implementation of the algorithm in Oaml. Th�eryinvestigated a number of variants of the Buhberger algorithm and theoptimized version performed well in omparison to Maple.The group of H. Barendregt, also using the Coq proof assistant, for-mally proved the fundamental theorem of algebra (Geuvers et al., 2000)following the \Kneser" proof based on iteration of roots. In order to do so,many basi algebrai domains|among them ordered �elds|have beenonstruted. In the proof of the theorem, the real numbers are treatedaxiomatially, that is, every representation of the onstrutive real num-bers an be used. In Mizar, the fundamental theorem of algebra has beenproven for a partiular representation of the omplex numbers (Milewski,2000). In order to hange the representation here, the user has to providea proof that the new one is isomorphi to the omplex numbers alreadyde�ned.In the area of omputer algebra there has been work on libraries ofalgebrai strutures. The AXIOM system (Jenks, Sutor, 1992), for in-stane, provides the user with a large number of prede�ned algebraidomains|alled ategories|suh as Abelian groups, ommutative ringsor more involved ones suh as unique fatorization domains and �elds withprime harateristis. Categories an extend previously de�ned ones; at-egories form a hierarhy. As a onsequene operations are exported fromthe \lower" ategories to the \higher" ones, thus enabling reuse of algo-rithms. However, properties of the ategories suh as ommutativity ofan operator, apply as omments only. Therefore, whether it is legal fora speial algebrai domain to belong to a partiular ategory annot beheked within the system.10. Conlusions and Future PlansIn this paper we desribed the onstrution of formal multivariate powerseries and polynomials as well as the initial development of the theory ofideals in the Mizar system. The main onern was to present the possibili-ties that Mizar o�ers in building algebrai strutures: Mizar's mehanismsallow seletive ontrol over properties of algebrai domains when statingand proving theorems. Although Mizar's possibilities are elegant and in-lude inheritane in the usual mathematial style, library revisions wereneessary during our work. It seems to us that revisions annot be avoided



Rudniki et al.: Commutative Algebra in Mizar 27during the development of a library for formalized mathematis and onlyheavy usage an indiate the diretion of needed hanges.We plan to go on with our work on polynomials. Among other goals wewould like to get more insight into dealing with inheritane in algebraistrutures. We want to investigate how appliations of our general theoryof polynomials an be ontinued. One of the goals is to develop a theory ofpolynomials over �nite �elds|as used in oding theory|thus to restritthe underlying struture of a polynomial ring. As mentioned before, thetheory of one-variable polynomials has been developed separately with-out using the framework of multivariate polynomials: it turns out to bemore onvenient, although it ould have been done using our approah.This may serve as a ase study onerning the question of what level ofgeneralization is best.One of the spei� plans for the future is to work towards the theory ofGr�obner bases and Buhberger-like algorithms. We have already olletedsome experiene in reasoning about omputations in Mizar, see the seriesabout SCM and its derivatives in MML (Nakamura, Trybule, 1992). Wefavor the so-alled external method, where the algorithm is given andthe proof of its orretness is given separately, in partiular we preferthe algorithm to be desribed as a program for an abstrat mahine.In this way the algorithm is aessible as a mathematial objet thatan be studied from any viewpoint and this failitates reasoning aboutthe resoures like time and spae onsumed by the algorithm. With thisapproah, it is irrelevant whether the proof is onstrutive or not, orwhat were the mathematial tools used in proving the orretness of thealgorithm (was the axiom of hoie used or not). Most of the algorithmsin omputer algebra and their proofs were prepared using this externalmethod. Mizar an provide an environment in whih these algorithms andany new ones an be proven formally.In ontrast, the prevailing approah in systems based on type theo-ries onsists of extrating a program from a onstrutive proof throughthe internal or the integrated method (Coquand, Persson, 1998). It is anattrative alternative, albeit to the best of our knowledge renders thereasoning about resoures diÆult if not virtually impossible.Our overall approah is slightly di�erent than that of others: we areaiming at a general ase, inluding non-ommutative strutures. For that,it seems reasonable to extend the theory of ideals developed so far. Thisis an algebrai topi with many appliations and its development ouldshed some light on the problems we disussed here.Aknowledgments: We would like to thank the reviewers for manyhelpful omments and suggestions. Also, we would like to thank NikRudniki, the son of Piotr, for his valiant attempts to make us appreiatethe elegane of the written word.
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